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Abstract

Gold nanoparticles were prepared and characterized on protonated (H-form) titanate
nanotubes (TiONT) and nanowires (TiONW). The chemical nature and morphology of gold
particles were monitored by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy,
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and high resolution electron microscopy (HRTEM). The optical
properties of Au-containing titanate nanowires were explored by means of ultraviolet-visible
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy. The size distribution and homogeneity of gold particles
depends on the reduction mode from the corresponding gold salt to metal particles. Smaller
clusters (3-8 nm) were obtained with NaBH4 reactant at 293 K than with molecular hydrogen
reduction. An unexpectedly high binding energy gold state was found by XPS in gold-loaded
titanate nanostructures. This state was absent from the spectra of gold-loaded TiO2(110). A
likely explanation for this phenomenon, supported also by the characteristic decrease of band
gap energy from 3.14 eV to 2.50 eV with increasing Au content, is that the depending on
metal loading, Au is stabilized on titanate nanowires partially in positively charged gold form
by ion exhange and also as Au clusters. Our important new finding is that the thermal
annealing behavior of Au-loaded titanate nanotubes and nanowires is different. The former
loose their tubular morphology and are readily transformed into anatase even at the very low
temperature of 473 K. On the other hand, gold stabilizes the layered structure of titanate
nanowires up to 873 K.

Key words: Key words: titanate nanowire, titanate nanotubes, anatase TiO2, Au nano
particles, XPS, TEM, XRD, titanate Raman spectroscopy
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Introduction

One-dimensional TiO2 related nanomaterials with high morphological specificity, such as
nanotubes and nanowires have attracted considerable attention due to their interesting
chemical and physicochemical properties.1-13 Recently a further comprehensive review14 and
article15 about the fabrication, modification and application of titania nanotubes were
published. On the basis of the pioneering work of Kasuga et al.,16 research efforts on titanates
were at first concentrated on the hydrothermal synthesis and structure elucidation of titanate
nanotubes. Recently, hydrothermal conversion of self-assembled titanate nanotubes (TiONT)
into nanowires (TiONW) in a revolving autoclave was achieved in our laboratory.17,18 Titanate
nanobjects are of great interest for catalytic applications, since their high surface area15,16 and
cation exchange capacity provides the possibility of achieving a high metal (e.g. Co, Cu, Ni,
Ag and Au) dispersion.11,19-21
Recently it was found that titanate nanostructures (nanowires and nanotubes) can
stabilize gold in a very dispersed form.21,23-30 Up to now some important titanate supported
gold catalytic reactions were discovered. Gold-containing titania nanotubes were found to
display higher activity than the Degussa P-25 catalyst in the photo-oxidation of
acetaldehyde,25 in the photocatalytic degradation of formic acid,12 in the water-gas shift
reaction23 and in CO oxidation23,27-29. Nanosized gold catalyst on titanate nanowires exhibited
excellent efficiency in 4-nitrophenol reduction.30 There are some examples that other noble
metals supported on titanate nanostructures also perform remarkably in catalytic processes.
TiO2 nanofibers decorated either with Pt or Pd nanoparticles show significant photocatalytic
behavior as demonstrated by the decomposition of organic dyes in water, the degradation of
organic stains on the surface of flexible freestanding cellulose/catalyst composite film and the
generation of hydrogen from ethanol using both suspended and immobilized catalysts. The
performance of the nanofiber-based catalyst materials competes with their conventional
nanoparticle-based counterparts.31-33 Recently it has been shown that Rh supported on titania
nanowires is a better catalyst in the hydrogenation of carbon dioxide than Rh on Degussa P-25
TiO2 and much better than that on titania nanotubes.34
The location of metal ions on the nanocrystal surface may prove important in
mediating electron transfer reactions that have relevance in photocatalyis or power storage.
Ion exchange allows titanate nanostructures to incorporate metal adatoms in their framework
which may create another type of active center besides metal clusters.10,11,20,21 Studies in this
3
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direction are still scarce in the literature because of the genuine novelty of the titanate
nanomaterial based photocatalytic and low-temperature thermal heterogeneous catalysis field.
TiO2 structures are widely used in photochemical applications, whereas titanates offer
excellent ion exchange properties,22 which are absent from rutile and anatase. Therefore, both
TiO237 and titanate nanostructures12,25,31-33 modified by metal nanoparticles are promising
materials from the heterogeneous catalytic point of view. Morphology and chemical nature of
gold additives on titanate nanotubes and nanowire are the keys to understand the processes
driven by gold containing nanomaterials.
Titanate nanotubes are open-ended hollow tubular objects measuring 7-10 nm in outer
diameter and 50-170 nm in length. They feature a characteristic spiral cross section composed
of 4-6 wall layers. The typical diameter of their inner channel is 5 nm.16,35 Titanate nanowires
represent the thermodynamically most stable form of sodium trititanate under the alkaline
hydrothermal conditions applied in titanate nanotube synthesis as well. (Note that the postsynthetic neutralization step converts the original Na2Ti3O7 into its hydrogen form without
affecting the nanowire morphology.) Their diameter is 45-110 nm and their length is between
1.8 and 5 µm.17 The specific surface area of titanate nanotubes is rather large (~185 m2g-1) due
to their readily accessible inner channel surface, whereas that of titanate nanowires is ~20
m2g-1. According to our independent infrared spectroscopic (IR), thermogravimetric and Xray diffraction (XRD) measurements as well as literature findings36 the trititanate structure
appears to be thermally deconstructed at approx. 573 K. Annealing at higher temperatures
initiates the trititanate to anatase conversion process. This phase transformation could be
influenced by metal adatoms. Recently we observed Rh-induced transformation phenomena in
titanate nanowire and nanotube catalysts.10 Rh decorated nanowires transform into β-TiO2
structure, whereas their pristine counterparts’ recrystallize into anatase. The formation of
anatase was dominant during the thermal annealing process in both acid treated and Rh
decorated nanotubes. Transformation to anatase was enhanced in the presence of Rh.10 These
examples also motivated us to study the effect of gold nanoparticles on titanate
nanostructures.
In the present work we investigate the chemical nature of gold additives on titanate
nanowires and nanotubes by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and we study the stability and
phase transformation of titanate nanostractures upon gold deposition using Raman
spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscope in high
resolution mode (HRTEM).
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Experimental
Titanate nanowires and nanotubes were prepared by mixing 2 g of anatase into 140 cm3 10 M
aqueous NaOH solution until a white suspension was obtained, aging the suspension in a
closed, cylindrical, Teflon-lined autoclave at 400 K for 1-72 h (depending on the desired
product) while rotating the whole autoclave intensively at 60 rpm around its short axis, and
finally washing the product with deionized water and neutralizing with 0.1 M HCl acid
solution to reach pH=7. At this point, the titanate nanostructures slurry was filtered and dried
in air at 353 K.16,17 Acid washing is a standard method in titanate nanotube and nanowire
synthesis. It is used to exchange as much Na+ ions in the structure to protons as possible. The
resulting material is generally referred to as “H-form” titanate. The impurity level of the
produced protonated materials was less than 1%. The foreign elements determined by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were C, Ca, and Na that remained in the product from the
preparation process.
Titanate nanostructures were decorated by gold nanoparticles by two methods: (A) the
Au containing H-form titanate nanowires and nanotubes samples with the same actual Au
loading (HAuCl4), 1-2.5% were obtained by deposition-precipitation method26,28,29 at pH=7
and at 343 K, followed by treatment in H2 at 473 K. When the reduction temperature was 573
K, we did not observe any changes in particle sizes and morphology. The second method (B)
corresponded to reducing gold with NaBH4. The sodium borohydride reduction of metal ions
is a known chemical route to synthesize metal nanoparticles.38,39 HAuCl4 solution with an
appropriate concentration to provide 2.5 wt% gold loading was added to the wellhomogenized nanowire or nanotube suspension. After 10 minutes of stirring 50 mg of NaBH4
(separately dissolved in 5 ml of distilled water) was added rapidly to achieve the
instantaneous formation of gold nanoparticles at 293 K. The suspension was stirred for further
20 minutes then rinsed with distilled water thoroughly. The as-purified sample was dried
overnight in air in a temperature programmed electric oven at 343 K. Quantitative energydispersive X-ray spectroscopic (EDX) and XPS analysis showed that after washing the bulk
and surface concentration of gold decreased by about 55%. Trace amounts of Na remained in
the sample after these post-synthetic treatments. Boron was undetectable in the samples.
XP spectra were taken with a SPECS instrument equipped with a PHOIBOS 150
MCD 9 hemispherical analyzer. The analyzer was operated in the FAT mode with 20 eV pass
energy. The Al Kα radiation (hν=1486.6 eV) of a dual anode X-ray gun was used as an
excitation source. The gun was operated at a power of 150 W (12.5 kV, 12 mA). The energy
5
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step was 25 meV, electrons were collected for 100 ms in one channel. Typically five scans
were summed to get a single high-resolution spectrum. The Ti 2p3/2 maximum (458.9 eV) was
used as the energy reference. The same data were obtained when C 1s (adventitious carbon at
285.1 eV) or O 1s lattice oxygen (530.4 eV) was used as references. The sample preparation
chamber was directly connected to the measuring chamber to avoid the contamination of
samples between the steps. For spectrum acquisition and evaluation both manufacturer's
(SpecsLab2) and commercial (CasaXPS, Origin) software packages were used.
UV-Vis diffuse reflectance spectra were obtained relative to the reflectance of a
standard (BaSO4) using an UV/Vis spectrophotometer (OCEAN OPTICS, Typ.USB 2000)
equipped with a diffuse reflectance sampling accessory. The samples were pressed into pellets
of 2 g BaSO4 and 50 mg of the titanate material.
Raman spectra of slightly pressed powder samples were measured in 180°
backscattered geometry at 785 nm laser excitation (incident laser power 460 mW) using an
Ocean Optics QE65000 spectrometer coupled to an Ocean Optics Raman probe. Scans were
integrated at 4 cm-1 resolution until the desired signal-to-noise ratio of 1000 or better was
achieved (typically 30 seconds).
The bulk concentration of the elements was determined by energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) performed using a Röntec Quantax QX2 spectrometer built into a Hitachi
S-4700 type II cold field emission scanning electron microscope. Spectra were taken at 20 kV
acceleration voltage and quantitatively analyzed by the factory standard software after
automatic background subtraction and peak fitting.
The morphology of pristine and Au modified titanate nanostructures was characterized
by transmission electron microscopy (FEI Tecnai G2 20 X-Twin; 200 kV operation voltage,
x180000 magnification, 125 pm/pixel resolution). X-ray diffractometry (Rigaku MiniFlexII;
CuKα) and electron diffraction technique were used for crystal structure and crystallinity
determinations. The Au particle size distribution was determined by image analysis of the
HRTEM pictures using the ImageJ software. At least five representative images of equal
magnification, taken at different spots of the TEM grid were first subjected to rolling ball
background subtraction and contrast enhancement, and then the diameter of the metal
nanoparticles in the image was manually measured against the calibrated TEM scale bar. Each
diameter distribution histogram was constructed from 200 individual nanoparticle diameter
measurements.10,11
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Results and discussion

1. Preparation and characterization of gold nanoparticles on titanate nanostructures

Atomically dispersed gold can be produced on porous TiO2 and titania nanostructures
(nanotubes, nanowires) by coprecipitation or deposition-precipitation methods.29,23-25,30
Although it is virtually impossible to prepare a truly monodisperse collection of metallic
particles (i.e. particles of exactly the same diameter), in the past years significant progress was
made in the preparation of gold particles with a narrow diameter distribution between ~2-10
nm.23-30,34,40,41 In the present work we produced gold nanoparticles on titanate nanowires and
nanotubes in two ways; (A) after deposition-precipitation the reduction step was done with
molecular hydrogen at 473 K, or (B) NaBH4 was used for reduction at 293 K (see
Experimental). Fig. 1 shows typical HRTEM images obtained with two different reduction
procedures on H-form nanowires. In the case of hydrogen reduction (Fig. 1A), the size of Au
nanoparticles was mostly between 3.0 and 10.0 nm, but a small fraction was observed at
around 15-20 nm as well. A very similar result was obtained on H-form titanate nanotubes.
HRTEM and XRD measurements indicated that well-crystallized face-centered cubic gold
particles were dispersed on both nanowires and nanotubes. The concentration of the gold
precursor slightly affected the gold diameter distribution in the 1-2.5 wt% gold content range.
The average size of gold was significantly smaller when the reduction was executed by
NaBH4 (Fig. 1B). In this way we obtained a homogeneous distribution: the size of Au
nanoparticles was between 3.0 and 8.0 nm on the H-form titanate nanowires. The gold size
distribution was very similar on the nanotubes as well, however, a small fraction of the
nanoparticles had a diameter of approx. 10 nm.
The chemical environment of the prepared gold nanoparticles was characterized by
XPS. The 4f spectra of gold deposited on titanate nanostructures after different reduction
procedures and at different gold loading are displayed in Fig. 2. For comparison the figure
shows the clean gold film (thickness: 50 nm) prepared on a glass plate. In the 4f region
symmetric 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 emissions were detected (Fig. 2A). However, the features obtained
on titanate nanostructures are quite different (Fig. 2B-D) insofar as two peaks are present in
the reduced sample spectra for Au 4f7/2 at 84.0 eV (metallic state) and at 85.8-86.3 eV.
Two different explanations can be offered for the appearance of this unusually high
binding energy gold state. Core level shifts due to particle size must be considered first in the
interpretation of the spectra of nanoparticles.42-44 Although this effect undoubtedly plays a role
7
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in the present case, the observed nearly 2 eV binding energy shift cannot be explained
satisfactorily by this way alone. In our previous paper21 the systematic increase of the binding
energy with decreasing cluster size was obvious. The Au 4f7/2 peak positions were measured
as a function of Au coverage. The peak appeared at 84.3 eV at very low coverage (0.04 ML)
on the stoichiometric TiO2(110) surface. The position of this emission shifted slightly to
lower binding energy with increasing coverage. Above 1 ML coverage it was located at 84.0
eV, which corresponds to the bulk position. The observed shift can be attributed to the finite
size of the clusters combined with the insulating nature of the substrate, which results in a less
efficient screening of the core hole formed in the photoemission process. On reduced
TiO2(110) the binding energy shift from submonolayer to monolayer is larger (>0.6 eV) than
that on the stoichiometric surface as indicated by the Au 4f7/2 spectra recorded at different
gold coverages. It was shown experimentally that increasing the number of surface defects
could enhance the nucleation probability. The deposited Au forms smaller size crystallites in
higher density on thermally reduced or Ar+ ion sputtered surfaces relative to the
stoichiometric substrate.44,45 Although this effect certainly plays a role in the present case as
well, since titanate nanowires and nanotubes obviously contain a large number of defects and
irregularities, the observed nearly 2 eV binding energy shift cannot be explained satisfactorily
by this way alone. The second possible explanation is that Au may have undergone an ion
exchange process. This is not possible on TiO2(110) because of the lack of cations
compensating the framework charge, however, it is quite likely to happen on titanates which
are well-known for their ion-exchange ability.22 The cationic character of gold (Au+)
represents a higher binding energy position in our XPS compared to metallic gold state. When
Au deposited as Au+ ions at 1 eV impact energy on rutile TiO2 samples was studied by XPS,46
a high binding energy state at 85.8 eV was also observed, which further supports our
explanation. Moreover, XPS showed partially charged Au+ species with binding energy of
84.3-84.6 eV by deposition on nanoceria at low coverages.47 It was shown that nanoceria
stabilizes small Au clusters, which may even be incorporated into ceria nanoparticles.
It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the relative intensity of the higher binding energy peak is
larger at 1 wt% gold loading that at 2.5 wt% content (Fig. 2B-C). This means that at lower
loading relatively more gold atoms can occupy ion exchange positions (86.1-86.3 eV). It is
remarkable that at the same loading relatively less gold occupies the ion exchange position
after reduction with NaBH4 (Fig. 2D). It is very likely that the strong reducing agent reduces
the positively charged gold from the ion exchange positions to metallic states during the
reaction.
8
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An XPS-independent proof for the ion exchange can be obtained by measuring the
band gap energy. Cheng et al. have provided theoretical evidence for ion exchange induced
band gap reduction in a similar system (Ni-manganite).48 In our experimental work the band
gap energy (Eg) was calculated according to Beranek and Kisch49 who used the equation α =
A(hν – Eg)n/ hν, where α is the absorption coefficient, A is a constant, hν is the energy of light
and n is a constant depending on the nature of the electron transition. Assuming an indirect
band gap (n = 2) for TiO250 with α proportional to F(R∞), the band gap energy can be obtained
from Kubelka-Munk plots (not shown) of [F(R∞)/ hν]1/2 vs. hν as the interception at [F(R∞)/
hν]1/2 = 0 of the extrapolated linear part of the plot. The band gap for pure titanate nanowires
and nanotubes was 3.14 eV, while that for Au-doped titanate nanowire was less: 2.84 eV at 1
wt% and 2.50 eV at 2.5 wt% Au content. Somewhat smaller decreases in band gap energy
were measured for gold containing nanotubes (2.81 eV at 2.50 wt% Au content). When the
gold was reduced by NaBH4 at 293 K, these values were 2.74 eV and 2.83 eV for nanowires
and nanotubes, respectively. The pronounced decrease of the band gap of titanate
nanostructures upon loading with Au suggests a very strong electronic interaction between the
titanate nanostructure framework and gold, which may eventually result in an ion exchange
process similar to that occurring in silver and cobalt loaded titanates.11,20 In our previous
study20 it was observed that the band gap decreased from 3.14 eV to 2.41 eV with increasing
Co content up to 2 wt% cobalt content. This drastic reduction was not observed when Co was
deposited in a similar way on commercial TiO2. Recently a facile method was also developed
to attach transition metal ions (Cr3+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+ and Cu2+) to the surface of anatase
TiO2 nanorods.51
We may conclude that the higher binding energy XPS peak (85.8-86.4 eV) is due
primarily to gold located in cation positions and – to a lesser extent – to gold clusters which
are in well-dispersed form. The ratio of these two components depends on the metal content
and the preparation method. Remarkable conclusions can be drawn from the XPS intensity
changes during heat treatment (Fig. 3). When the gold containing nanowires (2.5%) were
treated at 473 K and at 673 K in vacuum for 60 min, the higher binding energy peak remained
at 86.4 eV, however, its intensity decreased only slightly (Fig. 3A). This means that the heat
treatment did not induce any significant gold segregation from ion exchange position.
Interestingly, at same metal loading lower Au 4f XPS intensities were measured in the case of
nanotubes (Fig. 3B). It is very likely that a significant part of gold clusters occupy appropriate
positions in the inner channel of the tube instead of the outer nanotube shell. A rough semiquantitative XPS analysis indicates that nearly 75 % of the gold could be located in the inside
9
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of the tube. Further intensity changes (50 %) were measured above 473 K heat treatment.
This change is most likely due to further gold penetration into the tube as well as to the
morphological transformation of the tube structure induced by gold adatoms (see below).

2. Phase stability and phase transformation of titanate nanostructues upon gold loading

Raman spectra of acid washed H-form titanate nanotubes and nanowires are presented in Fig.
4A and 4B together with the spectrum of a reference anatase sample. The spectra of
synthesized nanostructures match previous trititanate results where peaks in the 400-1000 cm1

region were assigned to Ti-O-Ti stretching vibrations.52,53 The thermal behavior of the

samples basically confirms our independent thermogravimetric and XRD measurements as
well as literature findings53 insofar as the trititanate structure appears to be deconstructed at
around 673 K (Fig. 4A). Peaks at 393, 514 and 636 cm-1 are assigned to the B1g, A1g, and E2g
modes of anatase, respectively.52 A characteristic difference between the behavior of titanate
nantubes and nanowires is that in heat treated nanotubes the E2g mode is found at exactly the
anatase position (636 cm-1) from 573 K onward, whereas in nanowires this mode experiences
a gradual red shift from 648 cm-1 at 573 K to 636 cm-1 at 873 K (Fig. 4B). A similar effect
was observed by Du et al.54 and Scepanovic et al.55 in their in situ temperature-dependent
Raman studies of nanocrystalline anatase. They argued that defects and nonstoichiometric
composition could have a pronounced effect on the position of the soft Eg modes. Adopting
this argument to one-dimensional trititanates suggests that the thin and hollow structure of
nanotubes is more easily converted to defect-free anatase than the bulky nanowires.
Figures 4C presents the Raman spectra of 2.5 wt% Au loaded titanate nanotubes as a
function of heat treatment temperature. The transformation of Au loaded nanotubes features to
anatase features starts immediately with the heat treatment. The characteristic anatase peaks at
393, 514 and 636 cm-1 (assigned to the B1g, A1g and E2g modes, respectively) appeared already
at 473 K. This shows that gold catalyses the transformation of the tube structure to anatase. It
seems that this catalytic ability of Au is somewhat higher than that of Rh under the same
experimental conditions. In the case of Rh adatoms a clear anatase phase could be identified
at 673 K in the Raman spectra.10
A markedly different Raman spectral feature was observed in the case of Au loaded
titanate nanowires (Fig. 4D). The spectra taken at different temperatures preserved the
features corresponding to the wire-like structure with some spectral bordering. Moreover,
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there were no sign of anatase structure formation. These Raman results are consistent with our
independent XRD and HRTEM measurements.
For comparison the structure and thermal behavior of gold-free titanate nanostructures
were also studied in present work by X-ray diffraction. As XRD patterns show (Fig. 5A), the
acidic treatment resulted in the degradation of the initial crystal structure of titanate
nanotubes, which manifested in the disappearance of the reflection characteristic of the
tubular interlayer distance (2Θ = ∼10°). Protonation also induced the transformation of the
titanate nanostructure to anatase form.10 Thermal treatment below 673 K had no significant
effect on the crystal structure; however, at elevated temperature the anatase formation became
relevant as evidenced by the appearance of the anatase reflections. The formation of anatase
dominated the thermal annealing process from 673 K as indicated by the appearance of
anatase reflections (101), (004), (200), (105), (211) and (204) at 25.3°, 37.8°, 48.1°, 53.9°,
55.1° and 62.4°, respectively.
When the H-form titanate nanotubes were decorated with 2.5 wt% gold adatom,
anatase reflections appeared already at 473 K indicating that the transformation from the
trititanate to anatase is very advantageous (Fig. 5B). For comparison it is worth mentioning
that gold is a better catalyst for this transformation than rhodium.10 Moreover, the presence of
sodium retards the transformation of titanate into TiO2, thus shifting the formation of anatase
phase to higher temperatures.12 When the gold decoration procedure (reduction with
hydrogen) resulted in some larger crystallites, extra reflexions due to gold were also detected.
In Fig. 5B the gold reflexions are marked at 38.20 (1 1 1), 44.40 (2 0 0), 62.50 (2 2 0) and 77.50
(3 1 1).
H2O washed pristine nanowires feature a mixture of different crystalline titanate
forms, mostly β-TiO2 and HxNa(2-x)Ti3O7 as shown in the XRD patterns (Fig. 6A). The β-TiO2
phase was identified on the basis of its reflections with Miller indices of (2 0 0),
(1 1 0), (0 0 2), (1 1 1), (0 0 3), (0 2 0), (0 2 2), (7 1 1), (3 1 3), (0 2 3) and (7 1 2) at 15.4°,
24.9°, 28.6°, 29.4°, 43.5°, 48.5°, 57.3°, 58.3°, 61.7°, 68.2° and 76.8°, respectively. The
HxNa(2-x)Ti3O7 phase was identified on the basis of its reflections with Miller indices of
(0 0 1), (1 0 1), (0 1 1), (3 0 0), (2 0 3) and (4 0 1) found at 10.5°, 15.8°, 25.7°, 29.9°, 34.2°
and 43.9°, respectively. Acidic treatment (H-form) also resulted in crystallinity degradation.
The crystal transformation is continuous during the thermal annealing process. XRD patterns
recorded from a sample annealed at 473 K and 573 K indicated the collapse of the layered
structure and the appearance of an anatase phase with low crystallinity. At higher
temperatures the formation of the anatase phase becomes dominant as demonstrated by the
11
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appearance of the characteristic anatase reflections (1 0 1), (0 0 4), (2 0 0), (1 0 5), (2 1 1) and
(2 0 4) at 25.3°, 37.8°, 48.1°, 53.9°, 55.1° and 62.4°. The process is accompanied by the loss
of peak intensities at positions corresponding to the titanate interlayer distance (∼10°) βtitanate structural reflections (1 0 1) at 15.8° and (3 0 0) at 29.9°.
The nanowires preserve the wire-like morphology during the heat treatment up to 873
K. However, more and more textural discontinuities can be observed at higher temperatures.
The holey structure can be attributed to the continuous transformation of protonated titanate
nanostructures to TiO2 (anatase) followed by water formation and release from the structure.
This processes results in the rearrangement of the anatase crystals and the appearance of voids
in the structure of the nanowire (Figure 6A).
The XRD profiles of gold decorated nanowires are shown in Fig. 6B as a function of
heat treatment. The most important result is that unlike in titanate nanotube, gold did not
cause any phase transformations in titanate nanowires. Neither anatase phase formation nor βTiO2 structure development were detected by XRD. The visible reflections can all be assigned
to gold particles: 38.2° (1 1 1), 44.4° (2 0 0), 64.50 (2 2 0) and 77.50 (3 1 1). It is worth noting
that the effect of gold adatoms on the structure and stability of titanate nanowires is
significantly different from those of Rh. In our previous studies it was demonstrated that Rh
induces the transformation of the wire structure to β-TiO2 above 573 K.10
TEM images demonstrate the tubular morphology of the as-synthesized titanate
nanotubes with a diameter of ~7 nm and length up to 80 nm (not shown here). The acid
washing process resulted in a mild destruction of the inner and outer nanotube walls (Fig.
7A). In agreement with the XRD results no morphological degradation could be observed
after heat treatment up to 573 K. At higher temperatures the tubular structure started to
collapse and transform into rod-like nanostructures (Fig. 7A). At 873 K the tubular
morphology totally collapsed that resulted in short nanorods and TiO2 nanoparticles with an
average diameter of ~10 nm. However, when the titanate nanotubes were decorated with gold,
the tube structure was destroyed as low as at 473 K. The HRTEM images are presented from
473 K in Fig. 8B-D in two resolutions; in 100 nm and 20 nm, respectively. For comparison Hform titanate nanotubes without gold are also displayed in Fig. 8A. The morphology did not
change any further up to 878 K. These HRTEM results agree well with our Raman and XRD
findings (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) and confirm that the gold additive promotes the development of
anatase phases.
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The titanate nanowire TEM results presented in Fig. 7B confirm that the wire-like
morphology is preserved up to 873 K during heat treatment, and they also provide
morphological evidence to support the hypothesis presented above about water loss being
responsible for the appearance of textural discontinuities.
HRTEM images of gold-decorated H-form titanate nanowires subjected to annealing
at different temperatures are shown in two resolutions (100 nm and 20 nm) in Fig. 9B-D. A
characteristic image of pristine H-form titanate nanowires is also presented in Fig. 9A as
reference. In agreement with the XRD results, the HRTEM images have confirmed that the
nanowires preserve their wire-like morphology up to 873 K. Our important new finding is that
the thermal annealing behavior of Au loaded titanate nanotubes and nanowires is different.
The former lose their tubular morphology and are readily transformed into anatase even at the
very low temperature of 473 K. On the other hand, gold stabilizes the layered structure of
titanate nanowires up to 873 K. The morphology stabilization effect of gold was independent
from the method used for its reduction. HRTEM results displayes in Fig. 10 show that the
wire-like morphology is stable with the temperature even the gold nanoparticles were
prepared by NaBH4 reactant. It seems that the effect gold is different from that of rhodium10
as Rh-decorated nanowires have been shown to transform into β-TiO2 earlier.

Conclusions

Au nanoparticles were prepared and characterized on protonated (H-form) titanate nanotubes
and nanowires. The chemical nature and morphology of gold particles were monitored by
XPS, Raman spectroscopy, XRD and HRTEM. The optical properties of Au-containing
titanate nanowires were explored by ultraviolet-visible diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.
1. The size distribution and homogeneity of gold particles depend on the method used
for reducing the dissolved gold salt into deposited nanoparticles. Smaller clusters (3-8 nm)
were obtained with NaBH4 reactant at 293 K than with molecular hydrogen reduction at 473
K.
2. An unexpectedly high binding energy gold state was found by XPS in gold-loaded
titanate nanostructures. This state was absent from the spectra of gold-loaded TiO2(110) and
gold thick film prepared on glass. A likely explanation for this phenomenon is that the
depending on metal loading, Au is stabilized on titanate nanowires partially in positively
charged gold form by ion exhange and also as Au clusters. This hypothesis is further
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supported by the characteristic decrease of band gap energy from 3.14 eV to 2.50 eV with
increasing Au content.
3. Our important new finding is that the thermal annealing behavior of Au loaded
titanate nanotubes and nanowires is different. The former loose their tubular morphology and
are readily transformed into anatase even at the very low temperature of 473 K. On the other
hand, gold stabilizes the layered structure of titanate nanowires up to 873 K. Without gold
adatoms the pristine titanate nanowires transform into anatase above 673 K. All these
morphological changes – caused either by heat treatment or by a metal induced phase
transformation – should be considered in the interpretation of certain catalytic reaction
mechanisms or other physical chemical processes conducted on titanate nanostructures. It
seems that gold adatoms have the ability to stabilize the wire-like morphology of
nanostructured trititanates.
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Legend of Figures

Fig. 1. HRTEM image on Au decorated H-form titanate nanowires obtained with H2 reduction
(A) and obtained with NaBH4 reduction (B). The corresponding particle size distributions are
also shown. The gold contents were 2.5 wt% in both cases.

Fig. 2. Au 4f XPS on differentially prepared Au/titanate samples: (A) clean Au film, (B) 1
wt% Au/titanate nanowire obtained by H2 reduction at 473 K, (C) 2.5 wt% Au/titanate
nanowire obtained by H2 reduction at 473 K, (D) 2.5% Au/titanate nanowire obtained by
NaBH4 reduction at 293 K.
Fig. 3. Au 4f XPS on Au loaded H-form titanate nanowires (A) and nanotubes (B) at 2.5 wt%
gold content after heat treatment in vacuum for 60 min.

Fig. 4. Normalized Raman spectra of the thermal behavior of H-form titanate nanotubes (A)
and nanowires (B). Graphs C and D illustrate the thermal behavior of Au loaded titanate
nanotubes and wires, respectively. The commercial anatase reference sample is shown at the
top of each spectra.
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Fig. 5. XRD of H2O washed and H-form titanate nanotubes (upper part) and Au loaded
(2.5%) nanotubes (lower part) as a function of annealing temperature.

Fig. 6. XRD of H2O washed and H-form titanate nanowires (upper part) and Au loaded
(2.5%) nanowires (lower part) as a function of annealing temperature.

Fig. 7. TEM images of H-form nanotubes (A) and H-form nanowires (B) at different
temperatures.

Fig. 8. HRTEM images of H-form titanate nanotubes (A) and Au containing (2.5 %)
nanotubes after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C – 673 K, D – 873 K.

Fig. 9. HRTEM images of H-form titanate nanowires (A) and Au containing (2.5 %)
nanowires after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C – 673 K, D – 873 K.

Fig. 10. HRTEM images of Au containing (2.5 %) nanowires (obtained by NaBH4
reduction). H-form titanate nanowires (A) and after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C –
673 K, D – 873 K.
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Highlights

Au is stabilized on titanate nanowires partially in positively charged gold form and also as Au
clusters. Au loaded nanotubes loose their tubular morphology and are readily transformed into
anatase. On the other hand, gold stabilizes the layered structure of titanate nanowires.

ToC
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Figure 1

Fig. 1. HRTEM image on Au decorated H-form titanate nanowires obtained with H2 reduction
(A) and obtained with NaBH4 reduction (B). The corresponding particle size distributions are
also shown. The gold contents were 2.5 wt% in both cases.
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Figure 2
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Fig. 2 Au 4f XPS on differentially prepared Au/titanate samples: (A) clean Au film, (B) 1
wt% Au/titanate nanowire obtained by H2 reduction at 473 K, (C) 2.5 wt% Au/titanate
nanowire obtained by H2 reduction at 473 K, (D) 2.5% Au/titanate nanowire obtained by
NaBH4 reduction at 293 K.
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Figure 3
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Fig. 3. Au 4f XPS on Au loaded H-form titanate nanowires (A) and nanotubes (B) at 2.5 wt%
gold content after heat treatment in vacuum for 60 min.
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Figure 4

Fig. 4. Normalized Raman spectra of the thermal behavior of H-form titanate nanotubes (A)
and nanowires (B). Graphs C and D illustrate the thermal behavior of Au loaded titanate
nanotubes and wires, respectively. The commercial anatase reference sample is shown at the
top of each spectra.
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Figure 5

Fig. 5. XRD of H2O washed and H-form titanate nanotubes (upper part) and Au loaded
(2.5%) nanotubes (lower part) as a function of annealing temperature.
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Figure 6

Fig. 6. XRD of H2O washed and H-form titanate nanowires (upper part) and Au loaded
(2.5%) nanowires (lower part) as a function of annealing temperature.
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Figure 7
A

B

Fig. 7 TEM images of H-form nanotubes (A) and H-form nanowires (B) at different
temperatures.
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Figure 8

Fig. 8. HRTEM images of H-form titanate nanotubes (A) and Au containing (2.5 %)
nanotubes after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C – 673 K, D – 873 K.
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Figure 9

Fig. 9. HRTEM images of H-form titanate nanowires (A) and Au containing (2.5 %)
nanowires after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C – 673 K, D – 873 K.
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Figure 10

Fig. 10. HRTEM images of Au containing (2.5 %) nanowires (obtained by NaBH4
reduction). H-form titanate nanowires (A) and after different heat treatments; B – 473 K, C –
673 K, D – 873 K.
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